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ABSTRACT
As more and more healthcare organizations adopt electronic
health records (EHRs), the case for cloud data storage be-
comes compelling for deploying EHR systems: not only is it
inexpensive but it also provides the flexible, wide-area mo-
bile access increasingly needed in the modern world. How-
ever, before cloud-based EHR systems can become a reality,
issues of data security, patient privacy, and overall perfor-
mance must be addressed. As standard encryption (includ-
ing symmetric key and public-key) techniques for EHR en-
cryption/decryption cause increased access control and per-
formance overhead, the paper proposes the use of Ciphertext-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) to encrypt
EHRs based on healthcare providers’ attributes or creden-
tials; to decrypt EHRs, they must possess the set of at-
tributes needed for proper access. This paper motivates and
presents the design and usage of a cloud-based EHR system
based on CP-ABE, along with preliminary experiments and
analyses to investigate the flexibility and scalability of the
proposed approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.3 [Data Encryption]: Standards; H.2 [Database Man-
agement]: Systems; J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]:
Health, Medical Information Systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Security, Theory

Keywords
Cloud Computing, Electronic Health Records, Attribute-
Based Encryption, Ciphertext Policy, Security, Privacy

1. INTRODUCTION
The Health Information Technology for Economic and

Clinical Health (HITECH) Act [26] provides federal incen-
tives to encourage U.S. healthcare providers to adopt and
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use EHR systems meaningfully to improve healthcare qual-
ity. Cloud computing has been viewed as an appropriate
platform to deploy electronic health records (EHRs) sys-
tems for its cost-effective services (including data manage-
ment and storage, and computational resources) and fea-
tures (portability, reliability, scalability, and elasticity) de-
livered by cloud service providers [5]. Security and privacy
issues, however, have raised difficulties for the adoption of
cloud-based EHR systems [10].

In the United States, compliance to HIPAA (Health Insur-
ance Portability and Accountability Act) [25] is often cited
as the requirement to preserve the confidentiality of medi-
cal records including EHRs. For completeness, it should be
noted that HIPAA-compliance is not sufficient as HIPAA
does not provide strong guidance to address current secu-
rity issues [10]; for example, HIPAA does not mandate the
use of encryption mechanisms, as stated in associated regu-
lations such as 45 CFR Part 164.306 and 164.312 [27]. As
cloud service providers are not trusted to store EHRs un-
encrypted, even when access controls are in place [5], EHR
encryption must be required in cloud-based EHR systems.

Standard encryption techniques are not well suited for
EHR systems, especially in cloud-based settings:

• Symmetric-Key Encryption (SKE). These tech-
niques, e.g., AES, are usually efficient but introduce
complexity in EHR systems as additional mechanisms
are required to apply access control. In particular, all
healthcare providers use one shared key for encryption
and decryption; thus, if the shared key is compromised,
all EHRs are compromised.

• Public-Key Encryption (PKE). These techniques,
e.g., RSA, provide a secure solution but are not prac-
tical for secure EHR storage due to the requirement
for an expensive public-key infrastructure (PKI) to be
maintained for distributing and managing public keys
and digital certificates for all healthcare providers.

These inadequacies with standard encryption techniques in
supporting cloud-based EHR systems motivate the investi-
gation of other approaches. This paper builds on Ciphertext-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [2], a novel
cryptographic approach that utilizes user roles for secure
handling of data.

The two main contributions of this short paper are the
proposed design for a secure cloud-based EHR system using
CP-ABE, and a preliminary investigation of performance
issues with secure cloud-based EHR systems.



The rest of this section reviews the necessary background
in cryptography. Section 2 presents the design of the pro-
posed cloud-based EHR system based on CP-ABE. Prelim-
inary experiments and analyses of the proposed design are
presented in Section 3. Related work in cryptography and
EHR systems is discussed in Section 4.

1.1 Background
We review the needed background in cryptography to pave

the way to the discussion of CP-ABE in the next section.

• Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a type of
public-key cryptography (PKC) that is based on the
algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields.
The security of ECC is based on the hardness of the
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, and achieves
RSA-equivalent security with a much smaller elliptic
curve group; for example, a 163-bit key in ECC is con-
sidered to be as secure as 1024-bit key in RSA [6].
ECC implementations use less memory and process-
ing power, which allows them to be used on compact
platforms such as smart phones and smart cards.

Definition 1 (Elliptic Curves over Finite Field):
Let Fp be a finite field where p > 3 is a prime, and
a, b ∈ Fp such that

4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p) ∈ Fp.

An elliptic curve E[Fp] is the set of solutions (x, y) to
the equation

y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) ∈ Fp[x],

together with the point at infinity 0.

Addition of points on ECC is defined to form the so-
called elliptic curve group, for P ∈ E(F ), nP denotes
P + P + . . . + P , n times.

Definition 2 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem): If E is an elliptic curve over a field F ,
then the elliptic curve discrete logarithm to base Q ∈
E(F ) is the problem of finding an n ∈ Z such that
P = nQ for a given P ∈ E(F ).

• Bilinear Maps construct a relationship between two
cryptographic groups leading to new schemes.
Definition 3 (Bilinear Maps): Let G1 and G2 be
cyclic groups of prime order p; g a generator of G1. e
is a bilinear map, e: G1 × G1 → G2, where |G1| =
|G2| = p. The bilinear map e has three properties:

– Bilinearity: ∀ P,Q ∈ G1, ∀ a,b ∈ Z∗p, e(aP, bQ) =
e(P,Q)ab,

– Non-Degeneracy: P 6= 0 ⇒ e(P, P ) 6= 1,

– Computability: e is efficiently computable.

• Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) extends Identity-
Based Encryption (IBE), originally proposed by Adi
Shamir [24], by using a public key as an arbitrary
string to identify a user. Boneh and Franklin’s pairing-
based encryption scheme [3] was the first to use fully
functional IBE that is based on a novel solution of a
pairing on groups of elliptic curves over finite fields.

Sahai and Waters subsequently introduced a new type
of IDE called Fuzzy Identity-Based Encryption (FIBE)

[23]. In FIBE, a private key is associated with a set
of attributes, ω, and able to decrypt ciphertexts en-
crypted with a set of attributes, ω′, if and only if at
least k attributes overlap between ω′ and ω. FIBE’s
motivation was to design an error-tolerant IBE that
uses biometric identities as public keys. IBE and FIBE
have limited applications, as they not allow for a scal-
able and fine-grained access control to ciphertexts.

Bethencourt, Sahai, and Waters [2] first constructed
CP-ABE in which private keys are labeled with sets of
attributes and ciphertexts are associated with access
structures consisting of AND and OR gates. Current
implementations of CP-ABE are typically based on the
construction of a bilinear mapping between two elliptic
curve groups [2, 9, 11].

2. A CLOUD-BASED EHR SYSTEM
This section explores a proposed design—based on CP-

ABE—for a cloud-based EHR system that provides secure
EHR storage, with flexible, fine-grained access control.

2.1 The CP-ABE Scheme
Following Bethencourt, Sahai, and Waters [2], in our CP-

ABE scheme, healthcare providers share one public key for
encryption, thus avoiding PKI; however, each healthcare
provider has a distinct secret key for decryption. CP-ABE
supports complex policies to specify which secret keys can
decrypt which ciphertexts: each healthcare provider’s secret
key is labeled with a set of attributes, and ciphertexts are
associated with access policies. The secret key of a health-
care provider can decrypt a particular ciphertext only if the
attribute set of the healthcare provider’s key satisfies the
access policy associated with that ciphertext, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Here, the nurse practitioner with the ABCD
Medical Group can access EHRs that are only allowed to
physician assistants or nurse practitioners, and who work in
the ABCD Medical Group; and the physician assistant with
the WXYZ Medical Group is not allowed access.

Figure 1: Using CP-ABE in a cloud-based EHR System

A CP-ABE scheme consists of four fundamental algorithms:
Setup, Encrypt, Key Generation, and Decrypt, and one op-
tional algorithm, Delegate.



• Setup: the setup algorithm takes no input other than
the implicit security parameter. It outputs the public
parameters PK and a master key MK.

• Key Generation(MK, S): The key generation algo-
rithm uses the master key MK and a set of attributes
S that describe the key, and outputs a private key SK.

• Encrypt(PK, M, A): The encryption algorithm takes
as input the public parameters PK, a message M, and
an access structure A over a set of attributes. It will
encrypt M and produce a ciphertext CT such that only
a user who possesses the set of attributes satisfying the
access structure will be able to decrypt CT.

• Decrypt(PK, CT, SK): The decryption algorithm
takes as input PK, a ciphertext CT, which was ob-
tained for an access policy A, and a private key SK for
a set S of attributes. If the set S of attributes satisfies
the access structure A, then the algorithm will decrypt
the ciphertext and return a message M.

• Delegate(SK, S′): The delegate algorithm takes as
input a secret key SK for some set of attributes S and
a set S′ ⊆ S. It outputs a secret key SK′ for the set
of attributes S′.

CP-ABE thus supports flexible and fine-grained access
control with healthcare providers being able to access only
relevant EHRs encrypted with access policies that satisfy
their keys’ attributes. Also, if a secret key is compromised,
only EHRs that can be decrypted with that key will be com-
promised; other EHRs are still protected.

2.2 System Architecture
In our scheme, EHRs are stored in the cloud, and can

be assessed through a web portal by multiple owners and
users. Owners, who create EHRs, are responsible for gen-
erating access policies based on the attributes of authorized
healthcare providers, encrypting EHRs based on the gener-
ated policies and uploading encrypted EHRs into the cloud.
EHRs are organized into a labeled hierarchical data struc-
ture [1], which makes it possible to share different parts of
the EHR, thus making the scheme more flexible.

Figure 2 shows the architecture for the proposed cloud-
based EHR system, which consists of three main compo-
nents: the cloud-based EHR system, Healthcare Providers
(owners and users), and the Attribute Authority (AA). The
system uses two fundamental cloud services: data storage
and computing resources. The first service is for storing en-
crypted EHRs that are accessible only to healthcare providers
through authentication mechanisms, and access policies based
on complete attributes of healthcare providers. The second
service is for hosting the web portal, generating access poli-
cies, and performing other needed computing tasks.

Once healthcare providers obtain their private keys from
the AA, they log in to the system using their username and
password; on first login, they will need to download and
install lightweight software for encrypting and decrypting
EHRs locally. When a healthcare provider requests access
to an encrypted record, she will first locate and download it,
and then use her key and the lightweight software to decrypt
it. To upload a new record, she will first request the desired
attributes and generate the access policy using the Access
Policy Engine; encrypt the record using the lightweight soft-
ware; and finally upload the encrypted record.

Figure 2: The Cloud-Based EHR System Architecture

2.3 Key Management
Key management must be cost-effective and and its com-

ponents carefully implemented in a cloud-based EHR sys-
tem.

• Generation and Distribution: The AA generates
the public key and the master private key using the
Setup algorithm. When a new healthcare provider
joins the system, the AA derives a distinct secret key
associated with her attributes by running the Key Gen-
eration algorithm off-line. Healthcare providers must
store their secret keys securely, and regenerate keys
after a predefined expiration date. Secret key regener-
ation is performed without the need to refresh the sys-
tem parameters, public key, and master private key.
Healthcare providers can only seek their secret keys
through their healthcare organizations. Our design
does not require backward secrecy: when a new health-
care provider joins the system, she should be able to
access all previously encrypted EHRs if and only if the
attributes associated with her key satisfy the access
policies associated with the encrypted EHRs.

• Revocation: The cloud-based EHR requires forward
secrecy such that when a healthcare provider’s access is
revoked, she should not be allowed to access EHRs that
she was able to access before being revoked. Owners of
encrypted EHRs have the option to add an expiration
date to access policies used for encryption, or to re-
encrypt them with updated access policies to prevent
access by revoked healthcare providers. The problem
of re-distributing secret keys is thus avoided.

• Escrow: In the cloud-based EHR system, the AA can
regenerate secret keys for healthcare providers to ac-
cess EHRs during emergencies.

In summary, key management is handled appropriately for
cloud-based settings in our system.

3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
To evaluate the feasibility of our proposed cloud-based

EHR system based on CP-ABE, we conducted several pre-
liminary experiments to measure overhead in terms of time



and storage. The experiments were run on a virtual ma-
chine running Fedora 14 with 1GB of RAM, and hosted on
2 x Intel Xeon E5520/2.26GHz. The CP-ABE implementa-
tion uses a constructed 160-bit elliptic curve group on the
curve y2 = x3 + x over a 512-bit finite field [8]. It also
uses the Pairing Based Cryptography library to perform the
pairing-based cryptosystems [15].

3.1 Time Overhead
To measure the efficiency of the encryption and decryp-

tion algorithms, five image files (1MB, 10MB, 20MB, 30MB,
40MB, and 50MB) were encrypted with six different num-
bers of attributes in the access structure, and then decrypted
with a secret key that is associated with ten attributes. En-
cryption time increases almost linearly with the number of
attributes in the access structures as access trees need to be
created. However, decryption time tends to be independent
of the number of attributes as we are using a single key.
Each experiments was repeated five times, and the elapsed
time was averaged to yield the efficiency measure.

In the context of EHR systems, records less than 1MB are
encrypted in less than 0.2 seconds depending on the num-
ber of attributes in the access structures, and decrypted in
less than 0.1 seconds, as shown in figures 3 and 4. On
the other hand, medical images that are 30MB, are likely to
be encrypted in less than 0.5 seconds for the number of at-
tributes in the access structures, and decrypted in less than
0.4 seconds.

These preliminary results indicate that the time perfor-
mance of CP-ABE is feasible for EHR systems.

Figure 3: Encryption time for varying number of at-

tributes in the access structure (for five image sizes)

Figure 4: Decryption time for varying number of at-

tributes in the access structure (for five image sizes)

3.2 Storage Overhead
To determine storage overhead, we measured the differ-

ence between encrypted records and decrypted records across
various numbers of attributes in the access structures. The
difference is almost identical for all the files and increases
linearly with respect to the number of attributes in the ac-
cess structures. The difference is less than 4KB for simpler
access structures and less than 30KB for complex access
structures.

The results suggest that storage overhead is negligible in
the context of cloud-based EHR systems because cloud ser-
vice providers currently (and will continue to) provide large
amounts of storage at reasonable prices.

4. RELATED WORK
In this paper, the terms electronic medical record (EMR),

electronic health record (EHR), and personal health record
(PHR) systems follow the definitions provided by the Na-
tional Alliance for Health Information Technology [20]. Nu-
merous EMR, EHR, and PHR designs and systems [13, 16,
18, 22] have been proposed by both the academic community
and the IT industry to deal with securely managing EHRs.

EMR systems manage electronic health records that can
be created, gathered, and managed by authorized healthcare
providers within one health care organization. Benaloh et
al. [1] propose a patient controlled encryption (PCE) EMR
system that enables patients to mediate access control deci-
sions over their medical records. EHRs are partitioned into
a hierarchical structure in which each section is encrypted
with a derived public key that patients are required to man-
age, and decrypted with a derived subkey from a master
private key. This system has several issues: potential key
management overhead, no support for a key escrow agent
in emergencies, and likely data integrity issues as EHRs are
managed by patients, not healthcare providers.

EHR systems manage electronic health records that can
be created, gathered, and managed by authorized healthcare
providers across more than one health care organization.
Though several EMR and PHR systems have been proposed,
there is little research in the area of cloud-based EHR sys-
tems. Commercial cloud-based EHR systems such as Prac-
tice Fusion [21] and CareCloud [4] are available; although
they are HIPAA compliant, the security of EHRs is only
based on access control decisions mediated by their cloud
storage providers. EHRs are stored unencrypted, which has
security and privacy implications.

PHR systems manage personal electronic health records
that are imported from EMR and EHR systems by patients.
Narayan et al. [19] introduce a PCE-PHR system that en-
ables a patient to import EHRs into the cloud, and encrypt
each record with SKE using different keys. Along with each
encrypted record, the patient uploads a corresponding entry
consisting of encrypted metadata using a broadcast ABE,
unencrypted access policy, and a search-index. For health-
care providers to access a record, they must decrypt the
metadata entry to find the location and name of the record
and the symmetric key. They then request the encrypted
record from the cloud server, and decrypt it using the sym-
metric key. In Narayan’s scheme, only patients can be the
owners of EHRs, and so this scheme cannot be used for
cloud-based EHR systems. HealthVault [17], a cloud-based
PHR service offered by Microsoft, and the soon-to-be dis-



continued Google Health [7] service, both guarantee encryp-
tion during EHR transmission from patient to the cloud and
back, but to secure EHR storage, they seem to rely primarily
on proper access control and limiting physical access rather
than full encryption.

Finally, substantial attention has been paid in recent years
to querying encrypted data stored externally or in the cloud,
e.g., Li at al. [12] or Liu et al. [14], but our focus is on efficient
and effective access control on cloud data.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This short paper presented a design for a secure cloud-

based EHR system using CP-ABE that provides effective so-
lutions to some of the issues related to standard encryption
mechanisms. It also investigated the feasibility of adopt-
ing CP-ABE in terms of performance and storage overhead.
The results suggests that the proposed design would provide
reasonable performance and consume negligible storage, and
thus it can be used as a replacement to standard encryp-
tion mechanisms in cloud-based EHR systems. A proof-of-
concept cloud-based EHR is being implemented and will be
used to verify the feasibility of this approach.
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